JUDGES LICENSING REPORT – November 2019
This report is submitted by the Chair of Judges Licensing and is current as of 9/24/2019
=========
Notes from Judges Licensing:
O-JUDG16 AKC licensed Judges who, in the opinion of the Judges Licensing Chairperson, meet the general
requirements found in Chapter XI, Section 1, may move directly to Provisional status provided they pass the
ASFA written test. AKC Judges who don't meet these requirements must complete the entire program of ASFA
apprenticeship and licensing. (04/99) 282
When any applicant sends me the application form, I look for their experience. If they are an AKC judge, in
making a decision to move them directly into provisional status, I will take the time to look up their AKC record of
how many trials, breeds and entries they judged. If I find that they judged with an ASFA licensed individual, I will
reach out to the judge(s) to see if they recall how the applicant handled their assignment(s), interaction with
exhibitors, and such.
Understanding that not everyone wants to/or can lure operate or huntmaster, a person should have a good
working knowledge of watching dogs compete other than their own. Field Trial Secretary, Field Clerk or Field
Trial Chair shows that they have an understanding of the running rules regarding paperwork and trial functions.
So I do place more of an emphasis on the field positions within their 10 prior events working as these ensure
that the person is aware of what is happening in the field and at least start them on seeing interference or
coursing other hounds.
When I receive request for breeds from provisional judges, I verify the information on their judge’s confirmation
forms against premium lists for the trials and the number of dogs judged on the ASFA results page. If there are
discrepancies, I ask the person to verify and if needed to correct their forms.
Gregory Breitbach
Chair Judges Licensing

NOTICES:
The following individual(s) are new Provisional Judge(s). An * indicates the second publication.

The following individual(s) have applied for a Regular License. An * indicates the second publication.
Leonore Abordo – A, Ba, GH, IW, Sing
The following are additions/updates/corrections to the current judges list.

The following is an address and/or phone number change. An * indicates the second notification.
*Address Change: Katie Kaltenborn, 5525 KY Hwy 32 W
The following individuals are Apprentice Judges. Consider sending invitations to help them complete
requirements to move to Provisional Status.
Kominek, Selma Sayre, Terry Shurin, Darcy Erdman, Frank
The following individuals are Provisional Judges. Consider sending invitations to help them complete
requirements for breed licenses.
Abordo, Leonore
Buhrdorf, Russel Elkes, Dan
Klein, Steven L
Kominek, Eddie
McDermott, Shannon
Miner, Donna
Taylor, Jane
Fagre-Stroetz, Vicki
Weaselhead, Linda Wright, Sabrina
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